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In recent years, biosensors are used in various applications ranging from biomedical and pharmaceutical to food and chemical products.
As an example, biosensors can be used for glucose assessment in blood and regulation of insulin usage in diabetic patients. In this regard, it
is anticipated that many diseases could be diagnosed in the near future at an early stage regarding further progress in nanotechnology. The
advancement in nanotechnology meets the technological requirements for the increased demand for sensors in biomedical applications.
Enzymes play a significant role among various biologic elements exerted in the design of biosensors. Glucose oxidase is an enzyme and
biocatalysts that accelerate the process of turning glucose to oxygenated water. Recent surveys have reported the novel qualitative and
quantitative approaches used to enhance the sensitivity, detection limit and biocompatibility of biosensors. Furthermore, they have
confirmed the enhanced performance of glucose-based biosensors in both response and detection limits in their implementation. This
review aims to summarize recent progress in sensitivity, selectivity, response time, and stability of the enzymatic biosensor based on the
versatile fabrication of glucose by semi-permeable membranes.
Keywords: Biosensor, Glucose biosensor, Enzyme, Glucose oxidase

INTRODUCTION
Biosensors are analytical media that could identify a
compound(s) by specific reactions based on the intrinsic
properties of biological materials. The resultant product of
such a reaction may be in a form of chemical, optical, or
electrical signals. One of the main applications of sensors is
in medical diagnosis. Recently, glucose biosensors have
been considered as the most successful biosensors used for
measuring glucose concentration in blood [1]. In general,
each biosensor has the following components: analytes,
recognition elements, and transducers. Analyte (substrate) is
a material produced or consumed in chemical processes and
is quantified by the biosensor [2]. Recognition elements
*Corresponding author. E-mail: kamalim448@gmail.com

prevent the intervention of pesky materials for certain
conditions that lead to deviation in the measurement
method. Also, a recognition element may catalyze the
substrate in the reaction. Using an enzyme as a recognition
element is more common than other materials. Finally, a
Transducerturns the visible physical or chemical change to a
measurable signal in the way that its magnitude is
proportional to an assessable material or a group of
materials [3]. From the medical landscape, the progress of
sensitive biosensors of glucose for the precise identification
of the level of blood glucose is of great importance to
manage diabetics [4]. Glucose oxidase (GOx)-based
enzymatic is the most extensively used model enzyme.
There are two significant restrictions in immobilizing
enzymes on the solid electrodes: (1) poor electrical
relationship between the electrode and the active site of the
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enzyme and (2) leaching of the enzyme. To dominate these
issues, selecting an appropriate immobilization matrix with
the antifouling trait, stability and good electrical
conductivity is compulsory to prepare highly effective
biosensors of glucose [5]. Chemicals with an
electrochemical effect are known as redox mediators. In a
bioelectrocatalysis reaction, mediators can exchange
electrons with fuels or oxidants at the biocatalyst reaction
sites, then diffuse to the electrode surface and exchange
electrons there. The mediator acts as an electron shuttle
between the biocatalyst and the electrode during this step,
which is repeated. A lot of research has been done on [6].
Oxygen is required as a co-substrate for determining
glucose through first-generation biosensors of glucose.
However, it has a main disadvantage known as ‘oxygen
deficit’, as oxygen may not be available in all the systems
and its concentration cannot be fixed in biological fluids [7].
By replacing oxygen with redox mediators, the issue
of ‘oxygen deficit’ can be addressed [8-12]. Metal
phthalocyanines (MPcs) are among the appropriate
electrocatalysts and redox mediators to mediate glucose
oxidation. These enzymes have prominent physicochemical
and electrochemical attributes of MPcs like fast electron
transmission kinetics, biocompatibility, rich redox
attributes, high thermal and chemical constancies [13-16].
Some of the introduced MPcs based mediated biosensors
of glucose include poly(ethylene glycol)/GOx/cobalt
octaethoxy phthalocyanine [CoPc (OEt)8] [13], ether-linked
cobalt(II)
phthalocyanine
(CoPc)-cobalt(II)
tetraphenylporphyrin
pentamer
[8],
polymetallophthalocyanines/polypyrrole-GOx [14], GOxCoPcboron-doped diamond electrode [15] and nanoscaled
CoPc-GOx [16]. CoPc and its derivatives are the most
suitable phthalocyanines for the biosensor of glucose
usages. There are several reviews on glucose sensing,
however, some imperative features in this regard are not
completely comprehended attracting not much interest. The
fast development of peripheral and core technologies and
the great clinical and scientific importance of glucose
sensors also need continuous updating in the research
prominences. The present review chiefly explains the
principles of GOx-based enzymatic glucose biosensors,
their current status and recent developments, the major
strategies to enhance their performance, and the key

opportunities and challenges in their further applications
and development.

Glucose Biosensor
T2D diabetes outbreak is one of the most important
issues concerning global health based on the official
statistics about the disease. The rapid development of the
disease, which is related to lifestyle and individual genetics,
is quickly spreading around the world. Meantime, in order
to deal with the prevalence and the development of the
disease an easy-to-use and quick technology to adequately
discover biomarkers is highly valued [17]. Developing
biosensors was traced back to the invention of an oxygen
electrode aims to at measuring the concentration of glucose
in the blood by L. Clark at Cincinnati USA in 1962. Later
on, its electrode surface was covered by an enzyme to
associate glucose oxidation in order to measure glucose in
the blood and known as the first enzymatic biosensor.
Measurement of glucose is of significance due to its role in
the human metabolic process; as well it is particularly
important for patients suffered from diabetes. Glucose
biosensors are working based on a phenomenon in which
glucose oxidase enzyme enables to turn glucose oxidation to
gluconic acid whilst the, oxygen plays as an oxidation factor
[18,19]. The consumption of oxygen causes electrochemical
reduction at the platinum electrode or graphite (Auxiliary
electrode: It is made of platinum or graphite rod. Any
reaction that takes place on the surface of the working
electrode, the opposite reaction takes place on the surface of
this electrode. As a result, a current is applied between this
electrode and the working electrode). Glucose oxidation
reaction with oxidase enzyme could be shown as equations
below:
Glucose + O 2

GOx

Gloconic acid + 2H2O2
(1)

O2 + 4e- + 4H+

2H2O

(2)

Three Generations of Glucose Biosensors Exist
Based on Enzyme
The biocatalytic reaction of glucose biosensing based on
GOx includes reducing the flavin groups in the enzyme
(GOx (FAD)) that reacts with glucose to yield the reduced
2
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enzyme form (GOx(FADH2)) (Eq. (3)), after reoxidizing
GOx (FADH2) via the electron acceptor (Medox) for
regenerating the oxidized form of the enzyme (GOx(FAD)),
(Eq. (4)). Regenerating the original state of GOx(FAD) is
vital in the enzymatic cycle, then, one enzyme molecule can
be impacted only once while ceasing the subsequent
enzymatic reaction cycle.
GOx(FAD) + Glucose
Gloconic acid

GOx(FADH2) +
(3)

GOx(FADH2) + MedOX
Medred

GOx(FAD) +

than the physiological glucose level, this is called ‘‘oxygen
deficit’’. The ‘‘oxygen deficit’’ greatly reduces the upper
linearity limit of first-generation amperometric glucose
biosensors and the O2 concentration in solution restricts
their sensitivity to glucose. It was attempted to overcome
these disadvantages of O2-based amperometric glucose
biosensors. Using a mass transport-limiting film was
proposed to increment the O2/glucose permeability ratio for
addressing the ‘‘oxygen deficit’’, here, the 2D cylindrical
electrode designed by Gough’s group is a prosperous
instance in this regard [21-23]. Oxygen-rich carbon paste
enzyme electrodes were also designed by scientists or an air
diffusion biocathode was constructed utilizing O2 directly
from the air for enhancing the O 2 supply to overcome the O2
restriction [24-26]. It is expected that other materials able to
effectively supplement O 2 are also used in the firstgeneration amperometric glucose biosensors for solving the
problem of O2-limit. One of the fundamentals of an
effective biosensor is an anti-interferent capability. Several
coexisting oxidizable types in biological fluids are cooxidized at relatively higher potentials including uric acids,
ascorbic acid and some drugs (like acetaminophen), which
are utilized for H2O2 electro-oxidation. Hence, they all have
a role in the present response and cooperate with the
accuracy and selectivity of measuring glucose. There are
significant efforts on improving the anti-interferent
capability of first-generation amperometric glucose
biosensors. Mainly, two effective protocols exist to
minimize the interferences including first, immobilization
of the enzyme via a permselective film diminishing or
inhibiting the electroactivity of interferents while allowing
the adequately high electroactivity of O2 or H2O 2 at the
enzyme electrode [27]. Second, reducing the H2O2-detecting
potential via catalysts immobilized at the enzyme electrode
[28]. Prussian blue (PB), known as ‘‘artificial peroxidase’’
has been extensively used as a result of its high catalytic
activity and selectivity for reducing H2O 2, in the greatly
selective biosensing of glucose at low potentials. In the
study of Zhao et al., the enzymatically created H2O 2 was
catalyzed at low potentials and inhibited the interferents'
responses by preparing poly(diallyl dimethylammonium
chloride) (PDDA)-protected PB nanoparticles. Li et al. used
the enzymatic effect of GOx and an inorganic PB catalytic
polymer to make a molecularly imprinted electrochemical

(4)

Amperometric glucose biosensors are categorized into three
generations based on the nature of Medox as follows: The
electrode potentiostated at a potential positive of the formal
potential of GOx using artificial (synthetic) electron
acceptor, and the physiological mediator O2, the GOx(FAD)
is regenerated by Medox in the first, second and thirdgeneration amperometric glucose biosensors, respectively
[20].

First-generation Glucose Biosensors
The physiological mediator O2 is taken by the firstgeneration amperometric glucose biosensors as the Medox
to create GOx(FAD) and discover glucose in terms of
monitoring the O2 consumption or the generation of H2O2
within the enzymatic reaction process. O2 is the GOx’s
physiological electron acceptor, therefore, very fast electron
communication is essential. Although electrochemical
reduction of O2 is normally utilized for monitoring the O2
consumption for glucose quantification, both cathodic
reduction and anodic oxidation of H2O2 are used for
monitoring the H2O2 enzymatic generation, moreover, the
H2O2 anodic oxidation positively regenerates or replenishes
O2 to enhance the enzymatic cycling. Stability, simplicity,
and the ability for using miniaturized tools are the
advantages of the first-generation biosensing mode in terms
of measuring the O 2 consumption or H2O2 creation. The
first-generation glucose sensors’ response is associated
directly with the O2 concentration in solution; therefore,
oxygen tension has a key role in determining. The normal
O2 concentrations have a magnitude of nearly 1 order lower
3
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sensor with high sensitivity in terms of double amplification
[29]. GOx was also incorporated into Langmuir-Blodgett
films in terms of PB to an amperometric glucose biosensor
acting at very low potentials. In the present work, we found
the glucose-sensitive determination in H2O2-reduction and
H2O2-oxidation modes on a PB modified Au electrode with
immobilized GOx [30]. Moreover, electropolymerized poly
film (toluidine blue O) was effectively used as the redox
mediator contributing to the lower potential discovery of
glucose at a glassy carbon electrode modified with carbon
nanotube. It was demonstrated that different nanomaterials
are effective in enhancing the selectivity of resulting GOxbased amperometric biosensors like CNTs, platinum
nanoparticles [31,32], metalized carbons, and composite
nanomaterials [33,34]. They reduce the determination
potential of H2O2 through virtue of the superior catalytic
effects of nanomaterials. Moreover, some biological
enzymes for H2O2 (like horseradish peroxidase (HRP)) were
co-immobilized for developing bienzymatic amperometric
electrodes for cathodic detecting H2O 2. Coimmobilizing
HRP for example, to catalyze the reduction of H2O2
generated by GOx at lower potentials effectively enhances
the glucose sensors’ selectivity [35]. Moreover, the high
technical sophistication levels in the amperometric detection
tool can enhance efficiently the selectivity for the glucose
assay such as introducing an interferent-pretreatment unit
for electrochemically removing the interfering species prior
to reaching the biosensor surface [36,37].

Second Generation
Biosensors

Amperometric

redox center to the electrode’s surface are called secondgeneration biosensors [40]. Ferrocene derivatives,
conducting
organic
salts
(mainly
TTF-TCNQ,
tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane),
transitionmetal complexes, ferricyanide, quinone compounds and
phenoxazine and phenothiazine compounds are the effective
mediators for GOx [41,42]. Fascinatingly, in some reports,
ferricyanide is not suggested as a greatly efficient electron
mediator for GOx. However, the molecular mechanism is
still not known [43]. There are three steps in the catalytic
procedure of second-generation amperometric glucose
biosensors including first, transferring electrons (and
protons) from glucose to the two FAD reaction centers of
GOx decreased to FADH2, second, transporting electrons
from the FADH2 centers to the artificial mediators, hence,
the mediators transform from Medox to their decreased state
Medred, and third, transferring electrons via the artificial
mediators to the electrodes. The present signals created by
oxidizing Medred are utilized to determine glucose in the
second-generation biosensing state. Hence, the effective
interactions between enzymes and mediators that are
essential for realizing the effective shuttling of electrons
between electrode and GOx redox-active centers. This is
necessary for the second-generation biosensing state. This
demand is well-satisfied by diffusion mediators.
Nevertheless, the soluble mediating species are utilized
in implantable probes [44]. Different approaches were
proposed to tailor the mediators in the electrode-supported
enzyme film. The mediators are chemically bound with the
polymer backbone to make the biosensor is extensively used
for stabilizing artificial mediators. In the study of Hale
et al., some systems were assessed with chemically binding
mediating species to the polysiloxane to permit the close
connection between the enzyme’s FAD/FADH2 centers and
the mediator, however, the second case was prohibited from
diffusion away from the electrode surface [45]. Dong’s
group indicated supramolecular organized multilayers made
by ferrocene derivatized poly(allylamine) redox polymer
and GOx-modified MWCNTs via electrostatic selfassembly and constructed a reagentless biosensor. Using
hydrogels comprising Os complexes, second-generation
amperometric biosensors were fabricated with extensive
utilization in important practical applications and
fundamental science [46]. Utilizing a redox hydrogel

Glucose

The 10-fold extra glucose over oxygen in blood yields
the ‘‘oxygen deficit’’ as the most severe problem for the
first-generation amperometric biosensors [38]. Using
another artificial Medox is a greatly successful method for
increasing the electron-transfer rates of biosensors for
mediating the GOx cycling rather than oxygen. The
artificial Medox is a solution-state mediator diffusing out of
and into the enzyme active site, or it is entrapped by an
immobilized mediator attaching directly to the enzyme
within the enzyme film. Moreover, it can use a redoxconducting polymer shuttling its electrons and creating the
enzymatic active site [39]. The biosensors that use artificial
electron acceptors for shuttling electrons from the enzyme’s
4
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electron based on conducting crosslinked polyaniline
(PANI) created in one step at pH 7.2, the GOx was wired
electrically and an effective glucose electrooxidation
catalyst was formed. Thus, the electro-oxidizing glucose
was realized at 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl [47]. The electrically
contacted CNTs/ferrocene/GOx electrodes were integrated
to fabricate Willner’s group and to detect the glucose
bioelectrocatalycally. Glucose sensing was realized by coimmobilizing hydroquinone sulfonate ions in polypyrrole
films with GOx in the nonexistence of mediator in solution.
There are also wide reports on the direct connection
between redox mediators or relays and the enzymes. The
electron-transfer was reported by Schuhmann et al. between
electrodes and GOx through redox mediators bound with
flexible chains to the enzyme surface. Attempts were made
by scientists to bind covalently the ferrocene derivative to
the enzyme molecule; however, it was indicated that this is
less successful and more complicated [48]. Nonetheless,
Sekretaryova et al. successfully immobilized the mediator
and enzyme stably, which avoided covalent bouns of the
mediator through exposing the enzymes to water-organic
mixtures with a high content of organic solvent [38]. We
believe that contrary to a second-generation amperometric
enzyme electrode including a solution-state artificial
mediator (diffusion-based), a compromise should be made
by the immobilized mediator case between the three events.
These events occur simultaneously but mutually
contradictory below to some extent including, immobilizing
the mediator stably (restricted movement), the higher
electron-exchange efficacy between the electrode surface
and immobilized mediator, and the high electron/protonexchange efficiency between the immobilized mediator and
enzyme. Therefore, it is essential to immobilize the artificial
mediator both near the electrode surface and near the
enzyme’s redox center for the quick mass or electron
transfer between the mediator, the electrode, and the
enzyme. Then, the amperometric signaling efficacy or the
enzyme-mediating efficacy will reduce or even completely
dwindle.

Third-generation
Biosensors

Amperometric

biosensing model without mediators. The GOx’s direct
electrical communication can also have a role in detecting
glucose at lower and slightly positive redox potentials of
the GOx (about 0.2~0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl). Obtaining the
enzymes’ direct electron communication is considerably
based on the distance between the electrode surface and the
redox-active cofactor [49,50]. There are several efforts to
solve the long electron-tunneling distance and understand
the enzymes’ direct electrochemistry. Reconstituting apoenzymes on cofactor functionalized Au nanoparticles and
apoproteins on cofactor-modified electrodes had extensive
application as a versatile technique for aligning redox
enzymes on electrodes [51-53]. Though this technique is
operative to wire redox enzymes electrically with
electrodes, it has less use practically due to complicated
procedures. A method was reported by Yehezkeli et al. for
wiring the enzyme electrically and transforming it to
oxidize to a hydrogenase through biocatalytically inserting
Pt nanoclusters into GOx. They thermodynamically reduced
various metal salts to metallic nanoclusters with the
decreased cofactor FADH2. It was reported that different
nanomaterials yield the direct electrochemistry of GOx [54].
In the study of Shan et al., it was indicated the direct
electrochemistry of glucose biosensing and GOx in terms of
polyvinylpyrrolidone-sheltered graphene. Alwarappan et al.
attempted to use graphene-GOx for the detection of glucose
and promoting glucose biosensing, they found the direct
electrochemistry of GOx using graphene [55,56]. Glucose
was found by Wang et al. in terms of the direct electron
transfer reaction of GOx immobilized on greatly ordered
PANI nanotubes [36]. Gao et al. developed amineterminated ionic liquid functionalized CNTs AuNPs to
assess the GOx direct electron transfer [58]. The direct
electrical communication was established by Holland et al.
between electrode and GOx via a simply site-based
modifying of GOx to represent a free thiol group close to its
active site. They simplified the site-based connection of a
maleimide-modified gold nanoparticle to the enzymes
[58]. Though several studies achieved well-determined
voltammetric peaks of GOx direct electrochemistry,
detecting glucose in terms of the direct transferring of
electrons for GOx was rarely understood. GOx mainly
displaying decent direct electrochemical peaks of GOx are
still required mediators for catalyzing the glucose oxidation

Glucose

The third-generation amperometric glucose biosensors
are attractive as a result of their function in the best
5
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[59]. Indeed, in some reports on GOx electrochemistry, it
was not clearly demonstrated the direct electrochemistry
originating from the intact (or still adequately bioactive)
enzyme. Therefore, adequate care should be paid for any
statements on the third generation amperometric glucose
biosensing. In [60] the achieved well-determined
voltammetric peaks of GOx direct electrochemistry may be
originated from the enzyme molecules with greatly reducing
activity by the damage of enzyme conformation or releasing
flavin. used the EQCM (electrochemical quartz crystal
microbalance) to measure the electroactivity of sodium
dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS)-treated GOx adsorbed
on an MWCNTs/Au electrode as the enzymatic specific
activity’s function (determined as the enzymatic activity
per unit enzyme mass) of the adsorbed GOx. Hence,
experimentally we initially found that the enzymatic
specific activity and the electroactivity of the immobilized
GOx had an opposite response in the existence of SDBS
and MWCNTs. Moreover, the adsorbed GOx portion
representing electrochemical activity displayed nearly no
enzymatic activity [60]. Yao and Wang made a similar
experimental conclusion [61]. It is essential to consider the
significance of understanding this direct electrochemistry of
fully or partially denatured GOx for glucose detection.
Conceptually, determining glucose in terms of enzyme
electro-reduction using O2 at lower potentials (near the
GOx’s redox potential) needs to be based on the firstgeneration amperometric glucose, not the third-generation
biosensors. However, for a glucose biosensor based on an
effective third-generation GOx, an increment in the
oxidation current of the direct electrochemistry of GOx and
a notable reduction in the reduction current should be
observed simultaneously while existing glucose (versus its
absence). Therefore, a glucose biosensor based on thirdgeneration GOx can efficiently act at the potentials to some
extent positive of the GOx redox potential about 0.2~0.5 V
vs. Ag/AgCl (for example at 0.2~0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl). In
general, it is essential to conformational alter the enzyme
for the direct electron communication within the electrode
surface and the deeply buried redox-active center of the
enzyme since it may lead to a clear loss in enzymatic
activity. A proper balance is vital between the
electrochemical and enzymatic activities for the thirdgeneration amperometric glucose biosensors. It appears that

the third generation amperometric biosensing is realized
optimistically and globally via effective connection of the
enzyme’s redox-active center to the electrode utilizing nano
or subnanosized conducting wires of less interference to the
confirmation of the enzyme [54].

Oxidase Glucose Enzyme
Flavo-protein catalyses the D-β glucose oxidase to δmolecule of gluconolacton and hydrogen peroxide via
transfer electron to the oxygen molecules. This enzyme is
obtained from fungi and honey bees. Glucose oxidase
obtained from asperigillus fungus as an enzyme constituted
from two segments while its molecular weight is 150 kDA.
The Activity and thermodynamic stability of such enzyme
depends on its structure and 3-D construction affected by
environmental factors. Glucose could be converted to
exolactone and oxygenated water through catalytic
oxidation process. The biocatalyst used in this process is
glucose oxidase enzyme with compatibility to glucose [62].
In glucoseoxidase the flavin group (FAD) presents in its
active center reacting with glucose produces by reduction of
flavin (FADH2) and then it is turned to primary state based
on the type of mediator shown in two following reactions.
Reproduction of enzymes is a vital process in which if not
done leads to its eliminations from reaction cycle. The
performance of enzymes is strongly dependent on
processing parameters such as temperature, pH and
substrate concentration. Using a conveyor for enzyme
stabilization may change these conditions that these changes
may lead to some problems for its performance. Therefore,
the closer these conditions in stabilized and free sates to
each other, the stabilization will be better [63].

Recent Advances in Enzymatic Glucose Biosensors
In recent years, a great class of nano-carbonous
materials such as single-wall and multi-wall carbon
nanotubes, carbon nanofibers, and graphene has been used
in biosensors applications. This is due to their high surface
area and electrical properties leads to ameliorate the
detection limit sensitivity and responding time by using
gold nanoparticles [64], carbon nanotubes [65] and Sulfide
Cadmium [66]. In addition, increased, bio-compatibility of
sensor in vivo by using biological polymer materials was
reported [67]. Other studies were addressed a reduction in
6
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costs accompanied by improving electrical properties. Due
to the utilization of gold and palatine nanoparticles [68].
The study was performed by Sternberg et al. in which they
improved different ways for immobilizing glucose oxidase
enzyme on a membrane of cellulose acetate [69]. Their
research concentrated on the generation of stable and thin
membranes. The optimum way was a covalent connection
of cellulose acetate membrane to bovine serum albumin
(BSA) and with the GOx that was then activated with pbenzoquinone. Such research provided thin membranes of
5-20 micrometer with the stability of up to3 months and
high surface activities of 1-3 U/cm3. Lately, the membrane
of cellulose acetate has re-surfaced as a semi-penetrable
membrane for enzymatic biosensors of glucose. Biosensors
of glucose developed by Setti et al. consisted of a
conductive blend of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene/
polystyrenesulphonic acid (PEDOT/PSS) inkjet printed on
an indium tin oxide glass layer [70]. This tool was enclosed
in a capsule in a cellulose acetate semi-permeable
membrane via dip-covering. The resultant biosensor of
glucose had a linear response up to 60 mM and
0.00643 mA mM-1 cm-2 sensitivity.
Recently, Khan et al., 2019, utilized the GOx enzyme
with the functionalized graphene oxide on a gold-sputtered
screen-printed carbon electrode for detection of glucose.
Here, to functionalize graphene oxide, hydroxyl groups and
epoxide bonds were broken and the thiol group was
obtained carrying graphene oxide (GO-SH), which
enhanced electrical conductivity as a result of regenerating
the sp2 carbon network. The GO-SH layer provided
conductive support between enzyme and Au-sputtered SPE.
The successful sensor formation was confirmed by SEM
images of the GO-SH-Au-SPE bare and the SPE. The
electrode’s stability was revealed by SEM images of the
GO-SH-Au-SPE prior and followed by the electrochemical
measurements [71]. CV was used to examine the sensor
performance while existing glucose. Increasing the glucose
concentration in the specimen reduced the current signal of
O2 reduction. The reduction in anodic CV current was linear
within the range of 3-9 mM with a LOD of 0.319 mM.
Other carbon-based nanomaterials can be used along with
graphene, in enzyme-based glucose sensors such as carbon
nanotubes, and graphene quantum dots [72]. For
example, the GOx enzyme was immobilized on GCE using

MWCNTs (multi-walled carbon nanotubes) covered
with semiconductor CoS nanoparticles. Glucose can be
discovered by the resultant nanocomposite at lower
potential values representing a LOD of 5 µM [73].
A ratiometric glucose sensor was fabricated using a
similar method of integrating gold nanoparticles (AuNPs).
Cu-BTC
MOFs (Cu-trimesic acid
metal-organic
frameworks) in addition to AuNPs were also employed on a
3D macroporous carbon integrated electrode (3D-KSCs).
GOx was immobilized on AuNPs followed by
electrodepositing AuNPs over the MOFs. The signal
differences between the analyte and internal reference are
measured using ratiometric sensors and intrinsic signal
errors are created by built-in signal correction [74,75]. The
O2 reduction was catalyzed by AuNPs-supported GOx to
water improving the electrocatalytic activity of MOFs. The
glucose oxidation was catalyzed by Cu-BTC MOFs to
present reference signals. CuBTC reduction current
incremented by adding glucose, however, the oxygen
reduction current reduced using oxygen via GOx-catalyzed
glucose oxidation reaction. Hence, the ratio of the present
densities of these reduction reactions (jo2/jcu-BTC) was
regarded as the sensor’s response. Differential pulse
voltammetry (DPV) was used to examine the performance
of the sensor for the detection of glucose at 0.2 M O2saturated PBS (pH 7.0). Increasing the glucose
concentration to 4 mM, reduced jcu-BTC linearly, and
increased linearly. Moreover, it remained constant for
concentrations over 4 mM, and the only jo2 linearly
decreased by reaching the catalytic limits of Cu-BTC MOF
and continuing catalyzation of glucose oxidation by GOx.
The sensor could measure various 44.6 µM-19 mM while
revealing a LOD of 14.77 µM.
High selectivity is essential for sensing applications.
Kim et al., enhanced selectivity by red blood cell
membranes (RBCM) within an electrochemical enzymatic
sensor as a diffusing barrier for keeping the interfering
molecules away from the electrode. In general, cell
membranes avoid penetration of small molecules and ions
into the cell, however, transportation of glucose is
facilitated by glucose transporter-1 (GLUT1) protein on the
cell membrane via the cell membrane. Moreover, RBCMs
carrying excess quantity of GLUT1 can be utilized as a
diffusion barrier permitting glucose completely for reaching
7
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the electrode. To fabricate such a sensor, a screen-printed
gold electrode (SPGE) was initially coated with an enzyme
composite comprising pyrroloquinoline (PQQ), glucose
dehydrogenase (GDH), buffer and mediator. Then, the
sensor platform was covered with RBCM gathered from
human blood. The enhanced thickness of 200 nm was
considered for the RBCM layer. The atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and SEM images indicated a significant
reduction in the sensor’s surface roughness revealing the
complete coverage of the surface by the RBCM layer. The
chronoamperometry was used to test the RBCM coated
enzymatic sensor for the detection of glucose. A linear
association was observed between the glucose concentration
and sensor response within the range of 0-10 mM with a
LOD of 1.06 mM. Moreover, the sensor performance was
assessed in human serum specimens spiked with glucose.
Decent linear responses were provided by the RBCM sensor
with a LOD of 1.11 mM in human serum specimens.
However, poor performance was exhibited by the sensor
with no RBCM layer (LOD: 2.51 mM) proving that the
measurement performance is improved by the RBCM layer
on the sensor [76].
Enzyme immobilizing in sensor applications can be
performed using conductive polymers (CP). Schiff base
polymers (SBP) are conductive, biocompatible and stable
polymers with good catalytic and mechanical features.
Presently, electroactive SBP nanosheets have been
employed to develop an enzymatic ratiometric glucose
sensor and immobilize enzymes [77]. Schiff base polymer
was synthesized using pbenzaldehye carrying aldehyde
functional groups on both sides and thionine carrying two
main amine groups on both sides of the ring. The enzyme
GOx and polymer were covered on GCE. Using DPV, the
sensor performance was investigated for the detection of
glucose. The ratio of changing the oxygen reduction current
density to the polymer (∆jo2/jSBP) current density was
defined as a sensor response. The sensor response resulted
in good linearity within the range of 0.82 µM-4 mM with a
LOD of 0.27 µM using the polymer signal at -0.05 V as the
reference. Correspondingly, to immobilize GOx for glucose
sensing application a new conductive polymer was utilized
[78]. Hence, the monomer with thiazolothiazole and furan
units was synthesized first. Then, electropolymerizing the
monomer was performed on the graphite electrode via CV

to achieve poly(2,5-di(furan-2-yl)thiazolo[5,4-d]thiazole)
(PTTzFr). Glutaraldehyde was used as a crosslinking agent
to drop coat GOx on the PTTzFr. Such an electrode was
used for the detection of glucose and a linear correlation
was found within the sensor response and glucose
concentration for a range of 5 µM-0.7 mM with an LOD of
12.8 µM. It should be noted that similar readings were
exhibited by the sensor in real sample analysis with a small
error. It is indicated that the sensor can be used for
analytical objectives. A disposable glucose sensor was made
via inkjet printing technology using a conductive polymer
poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with polystyrene
sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) as the electronic component [79].
Coupling GOx with ferrocene-chitosan mixture mediated
the electron transfer between the electrode and enzyme.
Such a sensor was able to discover glucose linearly in saliva
within the range of 28 µM-0.85 mM.
Invasive approaches are mainly required by
conventional glucometers, which cause pain and discomfort
for the patients. Lee et al., established non-invasive and
wearable glucose sensors as patient-friendly tools [80].
Cao et al., represented a paper-based microfluidic
electrochemical integrated device (3D-PMED) for the
detection of glucose in sweat for non-invasive and wearable
sensing. Such a sensor was made by patterning the cellulose
paper with wax via a heat source and mesh, the waxed paper
was then cut and folded. For the detection of glucose, a
three-electrode sensor with GOx is immobilized on the
working electrode. The Prussian blue was covered on the
counter and working electrode as a redox mediator for
detecting H2O2. Over successive glucose additions in a
beaker, the sensor performance was examined with
amperometry. The good linearity was shown by the
amperometric response within the range of 0-1.9 mM and a
LOD of 5 µM was revealed. Moreover, the sensor merged
with a 3D-PMED structure was investigated by successively
adding PBS and glucose. The resultant responses had good
linearity, however, the sensitivity reduced owing to an
unstirred system rather than a stirred beaker. Moreover, the
sensing tool was examined for the detection of glucose in
sweat on human skin, however, the subjects were
simultaneously exercised. Though variances occurred in
metabolism rate and measured current within the subjects,
the change was realized by the device in the glucose of the
8
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sweat with exercise [81].
Lipani et al., established an impressive sensing platform
with PtNPs decorated graphene and GOx immobilized
hydrogel for transdermal and non-invasive glucose
detection. The sensor has the advantage that glucose
extracted from skin follows hair follicle preferentially such
as paths. After extracting glucose from the skin via reverse
iontophoresis, flowing into GOx-hydrogel occurs. By
oxidizing glucose in GOx-hydrogel, H2O2 is produced
which is then discovered by PtNPs decorated graphene
sensor. By the pixelated sensor, each pixel resembles one
skin follicle extracting glucose. This permits verification of
the extracted glucose dilution, hence, the quantized
measurements were achieved with no calibration. The
sensor was examined ex vivo with porcine skin yielding an
LOD value of 0.76 µM. Furthermore, in vivo measurement
was conducted by the researchers through a sensor patch on
a human forearm and following the blood glucose level
with a commercial glucose meter. A close matching was
obtained by the records of the pixelated sensor with blood
glucose levels [82].
GOx was dissolved by Saha et al. within an electrolyte
solution rather than connecting to an electrode surface to
avoid problems caused by the immobilization procedure.
Here, y oxidizing glucose via GOx in the electrolyte
produced H2O2, which was found by CdS nanoribbons on
the ITO electrode for quantifying glucose. To prepare the
electrolyte for detecting glucose, 0.1 M PBS (pH ~ 7) was
used with 1 mg ml-1 GOx. The amperometric signal of H2O2
decreased on CdS ribbons were linearly changed by glucose
concentration up to 225 µM with a LOD of 0.1 µM. This
alternative method of GOx introduction to the electrolyte
leads to higher sensitivity compared to the immobilization
of GOx on the electrode surface. Glucose could be also
measured by the electrode in diluted blood serum
specimens, in which, the sensor readings had a good
consistency with the commercial glucometer [83].
Harrison et al. altereda Pt electrode with GOx followed
by covering of nafion [84]. The nafion membrane thickness
was 1.7 μm enabling to persistent evaluation of glucose in
the blood at 37 degrees Celsius in vitro. A linear response of
up to 28 mM with a response time varying from 5 to 17 s
was seen. It was higher than those cellulose acetate
membranes coated with bioelectrodes.

A novel mixed membrane matter including laponite gel
and nafion was utilized to encapsulate GOx for modulating
the enzyme loading in the bio-membrane. The glucose
sensor sensitivity was found to be directly adequate to the
content of enzyme in the gel membrane. A mixture of GOx
to laponite in a ratio of 3.3 attained a sensibility of
132 mA mM-1 cm-2 over a linear dynamic limit from
0.01 mM to 20 mM. The impact of interfering components
like acetaminophen, ascorbate, and urate was decreased by a
factor of 4 using polyphenol oxidase and nafion membrane
[85]. Carbon Nano-tubes have been investigated as
electrode substrates due to their benefits over other glassy
carbon and metallic electrodes. Some of the benefits consist
of high aspect ratios and strong bonding between the tubes
and the atoms resulting to increase the surface area and
conductivity for immobilization of the enzyme. Current
research has been indicated that GOx and palladium Nanoparticles can be quickly co-deposited on a nafionsolubilized carbon nano-tube [86]. The produced biosensor
of glucose indicateda linear response of up to 12 mM with
0.15 mM identification limit with 3SNR. The nafion
covering removed the impacts of common mediating
species like ascorbic acid and uric acid was eliminated by
nafion coating. The exploitation of carbon nano-tubes as the
electrode substrates for immobilization of enzyme was an
efficient strategy and led to the exploration of carbon nanowires as a compact assembled chain of multi-walled carbon
nano-tubes which were utilized as the substrates for loading
high-density enzyme.
Shan et al. used graphene planes for covalent
stabilization of glucose oxidase enzyme firstly in 2009.
They functionalized polyethylenimine with polyethylene
ionized functionalized which has a high dispersion and
solubility in water for graphene scattering in the electrode
structure. The linear domain of biosensor was between
2-14 mM of glucose which compared to previous methods
had a wider domain of carbonic nanotubes. This was due to
a higher electrical property of graphene compared to other
nanocarbonus materials [87].
Zhou et al. with a more interesting initiative for
preventing from re-aggregation of graphene planes
separated from each other combined them with SO3 so that
they opposed loads on these planes repulse them. Shan used
nafionas a common polymer in manufacturing biosensors.
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Zhou et al. increased biosensor activity from 15 mM to
5.8 mM by addition of gold nanoparticles as well as a
higher (without gold nanoparticle) repeatability based on
combining gold and graphene. The detection limit of
biosensor designed by Zhou was 5 mM while its response
time is 5 s. In addition, which required less time for
responding compared to CNT-based biosensors. But
comparing glucose biosensors stabilized on Silica needed
more time and this required time for responding was just
due to enzyme stabilization [88].
Due to the nature of redox-switchable, by Ramanavičius
et al. Polypyrrole was used in the development and design
of glucose biosensors. In this study, nano-particles of
glucose oxidase were encapsulated within a membrane of
polypyrrole. The insertion of polypyrrole, a very conductive
polymer, was indicated to enhance the rate of reaction
(Kcat) and the Michalis-Menten constant (KM). Another
method was used to electropolymerized m-phenylene
diamine film with GOx, glutamate oxidase and lactate
oxidase on a carbon fiber electrode concealed with an
electro-metalized ruthenium layer [89]. This biosensor
displayed a relatively small dynamic limit up to 4 milimolar
for glucose with 0.5 μM identification range with an SNR
of 3. Its functionality was constant over ten hours in a
dynamic environment at pH = 7.4 and 36 degrees Celsius.
Although this system allowed to monitor the glucose
in vivo, it was unable of identifying normal levels of
glucose also hyperglycemia due to its very thin dynamic
limit. In addition, composite polymer layers like nafion and
polyurethane gain the attentions to complete screening
against mediating component such as ascorbic acid, Lcysteine, uric acid, etc. [90]. In addition, a co-polymer
hydrogel including of 1,3-diaminobenzene has been
utilized in the design of a new biosensor array enables
simultaneously detecting glucose, glutamine, lactate and
glutamate. The system contained a gold electrode and a
glass chip with integrated biosensor array to supply
electrical durability. This biosensor system runover a wide
dynamic limitof 0.1 mM-35 mM. However, the biosensor
sensibility was very low (520 nA mM-1 cm-2). This
biosensor system indicated a low operational constancy
over 4 week’s whilst its storage stability almost near two
years with less than 0.5 mM in respond to interference.
Another biosensor of glucose was designed by

immobilization of glucose oxidase on Pt electrode, yielded a
dynamic range at low glucose concentration while its
sensitivity reached 30 mA mM-1 cm-2. This biosensor
was covered with a perm selective membrane poly(4vinylpyridine-co-styrene) [91]. This membrane was found
to be a successful medium for the removal of the impacts of
p-acetaminophen, ascorbic acid, and urate. In another study,
GOx was inactivated in the presence of BSA on a nano-yarn
carbon nano-tube followed by covering with epoxypolyurethane to enhance the susceptibility of the glucose
biosensor. A 7.5-fold gain in the glucose susceptibility was
achieved compared to the utilization of Pt-Ir coil-based
electrode while its operating constancy reached 70 days
[92]. Similarly, Baby et al. [93] exploited gold
nanoparticles in presence of palatine as filler between
graphene planes. These particles in addition to graphene
planes aggregation led to enhancing the limit of detection of
biosensor almost near 1 mM.
Liu et al. published a paper in which showed that there
is an interaction between glucose oxidase amine group to
carbocyclic acid group in graphene. This interaction leads to
create a strong amide bond whilst it is compatible with the
environment. For proving the environmental compatibility
of the biosensor, it was tested on PRE cellular class. The
results showed that due to the environmental compatibility
of graphene sensors, this category of biosensors could be
used for measuring blood glucose in vivo. Furthermore, this
study showed that the repeatability of this biosensor was
reduced only after a month from manufacturing [94].
Alwarappan et al. reduced the glucose limit of detection
to 3 mM by stabilizing glucose oxidase enzyme on
graphene oxide and putting this compound on polypirol
conductive polymer which was deposited on carbon
electrode by chemical method. The polypirol deposited on
carbon electrode had a high porous structure which led to
increasing in electrode effective level as well as increasing
in electrochemical exchanges between reagent and enzyme.
In fact, he had used two methods for linking to surface as
well as entrapping in order to enzyme stabilization. He
hypothesized that by creating a covalent bond between
glucose oxidase and graphene oxide, the active segment of
enzyme which plays a paramount role in oxidation of
glucose get closer to graphene surface and thus, the
secondary electrochemical process would be performed on
10
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reaction product, which is oxygenated water in graphene
surface. In this work, the limit of detection of his biosensor
was reported 3 mM [95].
Another study performed by Wang et al. was based
on a strategy to dope nitrogen atoms to enhance the
graphene electrical properties as well as increased the
biocompatibility of biosensors and ameliorate the tendency
for functionalization. Besides, to dope nitrogen to nanotube
structures, ammonium plasma was used instead of nitrogen
plasma and he controlled the doped nitrogen rate in
graphene structure by manipulating the plasma pressure. In
this regards, doping process was performed at pressure of
750 mPa whilst the plasma production source was in 10 V.
The results showed that due to graphene doping with
nitrogen, three various nitrogen types enter graphene
structure, leading to influence on formic potential and band
gaps in electron structure as well as the electrical features of
graphene. Limit of detection of this biosensor was 10 mM
which was higher than that of previous methods. However,
it should be noted that this biosensor will be more cost
efficient than biosensors based on gold nanoparticles. In
addition, compare to the biosensore based on porous
polymers, the limit of detection was reduced [67].
Zeng et al. introduced combined biosensors made by
chitosan and graphene. This biosensor which was stabilized
by palladium had a limit of detection of 0.2 Mm and a linear
range of micro to mM. The inclusion of chitosan to
graphene caused to increasing in the hydrophobicity of
graphene and enhancing in the compatibility of biosensors
which was suitable for using in vivo. Repeatability of these
biosensors after 60 tests exhibited 91% of primary activity
after 1 week and 80% after three weeks which was
orginating from a strong covalant bond between enzyme
and chitosan. In this study, Jiang et al. examined intrusions
due to natural oxidation factors like ascorbic acid and urea
may be present along with glucose and it was shown that
the impact of these intrusions was observed at the voltage
below -0.5 V [65].
Yin et al. utilized the electrolysis process to eliminate
the effects of strong oxidizing reagents and secondary
reducer in the synthesis of graphene oxide. It is noteworthy
that the Hammer method is a prevalent technique to
synthesis the graphene in a way that a mixture of reducer
and strong acid is used whilst the existing defects within

graphene are functionalized by oxide factors. Subsequently,
to achieve graphene electrical features, graphene oxide is
partially reduced by a reducing factor like hydrazine.
Accordingly, some circular carbonic structures were also
produced during this process. These particles prevented
graphene aggregation by creating spatial prevention
between graphene planes. The linear range sensitivity was
reported between 0.4-20 mM while its limit of detection
was 0.1 mM [96].
Zhang et al. designed a sensor by the combination of
single-wall and multi-wall functionalized carbon nanotubes
accompanied with gold nanoparticles by lamination method.
This sensor enabled to measure the glucose of human salvia
non-invasive and with high resolution. The advantages of
this sensor were repeatability, ease of measuring, speed of
measuring, and continuous supervision was among for
assessing the salvia glucose [97].
Nor et al. provided a biosensor that consisted of
Indimtyn oxide with iron oxide nanoparticles along with
nafion. In this report, high electrochemical function was
reported. In this sensor, nanoparticles of Iron oxide acted
like a catalyst and helped to improve the speed of electron
relocation between glucose oxidase and Indimtyn oxide
electrode. Meanwhile, thin nafion film prevented the
interference and resulted in chemical stability. This
biosensor had a sensitivity of 70.1 µA mM-1 and linear
range of 1.0-8.0 mM [98].
One of the prominent approaches to improve the
electron transmission rate was indicated by Liu et al.,
wherein GOx was trapped in a composite consisted of a
mixture of chitosan and carbon nano-tube in order to
enhancement in the direct electron transmission rate
(7.73/s). This enhancement was more than one-fold in GOxabsorbed on carbon nano-tubes (3.10/s) [99]. In addition,
the susceptibility was 0.577 mA mM-1 cm-2. The application
of chitosan membrane resulted in entrapment of the
enzymes leading to the enhancement in the constancy of the
biosensor. Because metal surfaces have high empathy for
immobilization of enzyme, Zeng et al. immobilized GOx on
nano-particles of palladium altered with chitosan membrane
[64]. Improvement in hydrophilicity and biocompatibility
was seen with a low constant of reaction rate ensuring the
enhancement of the enzyme dependency to glucose. The
sensor presented a linear dynamic limit from 1 μM to 1 mM
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with an identification range of 0.2 μM at SNR of 3 and a
sensibility of 0.031 mA mM-1 cm-2. Ang et al. progressed a
biosensor of glucose and specified it in a fruit recently
[100]. The glucose biosensor was created from a Pt
electrode altered with glucose oxidase immobilized in a
membrane of chitosan. An enhancement in the reaction rate
compared to the system developed by Zeng et al. was
reported. The range of identification for this biosensor was
0.05 mM at an SNR of 3. Accompanied with good
constancy at high enzyme maintenance activity.
In this decay, scientists have been used nanomaterials
such as nanoparticles, nan-fibers, nanotubes, and nanocomposites in designing biosensor to ameliorate thier
properties. Kaushik et al. introduced a biosensor containing
iron oxide nanoparticles contained chitosan in tin Indium
oxide solution which was stable for 8 weeks and its limit of
detection was 100-400 mg dL-1 [101].
Nouira et al. conducted a study to show the possibility
of implementation of biosensors contained two types of
nanoparticles including gold and magnetic nanoparticles.
They modified nanoparticles of Alyl amine hydrochloride
(PAH) and achieved the best sensitivity by using magnetic
nanoparticles (limit of detection of 3 µM and 70 mM)
compared to gold nanoparticles (9 µM and 45 mM) and
glucose oxidase (50 µM and 30 mM). The implemented
method was amperometry while a three-days stability was
reported [102].
Wu et al. designed a hybrid micro gel made from silver
nanoparticles at a complex environment of physiologic pH
enabled the optical monitoring of glucose levels with high
selectivity. In fact, the resonance response belonged to
hybrid micro gel enabled to identify glucose without
interference effects in more than one range of clinical
glucose concentration from 0.1-20 µM. This biosensor was
tested on human blood serum [103].
Ahmad et al. produced ployvinylpyrolidon nanofibers on
acetate with electrospinning technique 195-350 nm. Then,
each nano-fiber covered on a gold electrode with physical
absorbance of glucose oxidase; this action was performed
for developing a very sensitive glucose electrochemical
biosensor. Their work showed that this nanomaterial could
provide optimal stability and long-term storage (more than
4 months) like an anti-interference capability [104].
To easily monitor glucose, a sensor based on a reusable

smartphone was established requiring the software and
settlement of disposable enzymatic pellets onto a bare
sensor strip over the phone case [105]. Then, the sample is
introduced by the user to the sensor surface and the data are
measured and transmitted by the electronic module.
Enhanced pellets contained Rh-C as catalysis for oxidizing
H2O2, GOx with trehalose lyophilized in the buffer,
graphite, and Ni. Amperometric measurements were
conducted to achieve a calibration curve with various
glucose concentrations. Vargas et al., established a dual
marker biosensor in another work, for simultaneous
detecting insulin and glucose. The sensor utilized two gold
working electrodes for insulin and glucose detection. By
immobilizing GOx within permeable chitosan onto TTF
redox mediator, the current during reoxidation was created.
Such a sensor was able to measure insulin and glucose in
spiked saliva specimens and whole blood without dilution
[106].
A conductive ink made of automotive varnish and
graphite was used to develop a disposable electrochemical
glucose sensor [107]. A working electrode was obtained by
printing the conductive ink on an adhesive paper sheet.
Dihexadecyl phosphate and GOx were cast on the electrode
and used for glucose detection, indicating a linear range of
1-10 µM with a LOD of 0.21 µM. Table 1 represents other
essential enzymatic glucose sensors reported from 2016
briefly. Also, several advantages and disadvantages residing
within the above-reviewed glucose sensing methods based
on different sensor components are listed in Table 2.

CONCLUSIONS
This review addresses recent significant advances in the
field of electro-spun nanofiber-based glucose sensors using
different mechanisms. Introducing the glucose assays
provides a great opportunity for the efficient immobilization
of enzymes on their surface with elevated interaction with
analytes, enhanced oxidation process and prolonged
constancy. Many studies have been conducted on using
nanomaterials such as gold, palatine, palladium, silver and
graphene to reduce the limit of the detection of blood
glucose. These studies have been carried out to reduce the
limit of detection and biocompatibility of nanoparticles
in the body and enzyme repeatability. Regarding the
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Table 1. Overview of the Enzymatic Electrochemical Glucose Sensors

Sensor material

Detection
method

Applied
voltage
(V)

Detection
medium

Linear range

LOD
(µM)

-1

-2

(μA mM cm )

Iranian ChemicalLong-term
Society
Selectivity
stability

Real sample
analysis

Ref.

AA, UA, U,
GOx/AuNPs/Cu-BTC
MOFs/3D-KSCs

DPV

-

O2-sat 0.1 M PBS

44.6 µM-4 mM
4-19 mM

14.77

-

Cys,

16 Days, 91.2%

Fru, Suc,

retained

Blood serum

[74]

3 Weeks

Human serum

[76]

-

Human sweat

[81]

Man
RBCM

Amperometry

-0.3

0.1 M PBS

0-10 mM

1.06 mM

AA, UA,

-

Gal
AA, UA,

GOx/SPE/3D-PMED

Amperometry

-0.1

0.01 M PBS

0-1.9 mM

5

35.7

Lactate,
NaCl

CdS/ITO with GOx mixed
electrolyte
PtNWA/AuNP/GOx
GOx/3D MoS2/graphene

Amperometry
CV
Amperometry
CV

0.55

0.3

0.1 M PBSb
0.1 M PBS
(pH 7.2)

2-225 µM

0.1

15 µM-2.5 mM

15

Amperometry

-0.45

-

2-20 mM

0.92 mM

Pin- based sensor

Amperometry

-0.2

0.1 M PBSb

0.05-1 mM

30

PVI-Os/PEGDGE/PQQ

Amperometry

0.35

0.1 M PBb

0 -15 mM

16

0.6

PBS (pH 7.4)

0-4 mM

-

0-5 mM

50

2 µM-3.2 mM

3 µM

aerogel

GDH on CME
Collagen based ECH-GOx
GOx/Pt-MWCNTs/CSF

GOx/CNT-Mucin/Pt

CV
Amperometry
Amperometry
CV
Amperometry

0.65

-

0.01 M PBS
pH 7.4
0.1 M PBSb

Fc-C3-LPEI/p-GOX

Amperometry

0.35

0.05 mM PBb

-

-

GOx/Au-ZnO/GCE

CV

-

O2-sat 0.1 M PBSb

1-20 mM

20

GOx/Cu-hemin MOFs

LSV

-

O2-sat 0.1 M PBSb

9.1 µM-36 mM

2.73 µM

1.345

AA, DA,

20 Days 80%

Human blood

μA µM-1 cm-2

UA

retained

serum

AA, CA,

184

UA

3.36

AA, DA,

21 Days

Rabbit blood
serum

[83]
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Sensitivity

[108]

-

-

[109]

AA, Fru

-

Honey, juice

[110]

-

Poor

-

[111]

-

-

27 Days

Porcine meat

[112]

288.86

AA, UA AP

-

[113]

μA mM

-1

5.16
pA mM-1

15
mA M-1 cm-2

UA

AA

15 Days, 94%
retained
300 Days

[113]

plasma

-

-

-

1.409

AA, UA,

15 Days, 5.6%

μA mM-1

DA,

decrease

AA, UA,
22.77

Human blood

Fru, Gal,
Man

30 Days, 87.5%
retained

-

[115]

Human serum

[116]

Human serum

[117]
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Table 1. Continued

0-40

PAA-rGO/VS-ANI/LuPc2

Amperometry

-0.2 V

0.1 M PBSb

0.3
-1

mg dL

mg dL-1

2-12 mM

25

/GOx-MFH

CV

4-ATP/PVA/PEI/GOxAuNPs

EIS

0.1 M PBSb
0.1 M PBS

-

ISD, VG = -100

blue

-

15.31

AA, UA

[118]

3 Months >

Juice, human

98% retained

serum

AA, UA,

4 Days

-

[120]

[119]

0.9
[Glucose]

1 M NaOH 0.1 M
-

Prussian

-

25 kΩ log-1
0.01-0.2 mM

(pH 5)

FET-type sensor

AA, DA, UA NaCl

Amperometry
0.3

GOx/Nafion/ScPdNF/G

-

mV

1 nM-1 µM

1 nM

-

AA, UA

-

-

[121]

-

AA, AP, UA

-

Human blood

[122]

Ca2+, Cl- , K+, Na+

-

-

[123]

Juice

[124]

PBS

NPs@filter
Amperometry

-0.1

0.05 M PB

0-25 mM

-

Potentiometry

-

Buffer

0.5- 10 mM

-

CV

-

0.1 M PBS

0.01-10 mM

1.31 µM

paper/GOx
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GOx/AuNPs/graphene

123.3
GOx/Au/Ni/Au NW

mV decade-1

7 Days, 72%
(CS-GLM)7-GCE

-

retained

Amperometry
SiC@C/Pt NWE/GOx

20.72
0.6

PBS

0-1 mM

41 µM

CV

pA mM

GOx/Au/MoS2/Au

Amperometry

-0.1

GOx/Pt/rGO/P3ABA/SPE

Amperometry

0.5

PBS

-1

10-500 nM

10 nM

-

AA, UA

0.25-6 mM

44.3

22.01

AA, UA, Cho, Suc

0.1 M PBS

Amperometry

-0.7

0.05 M PB

HUVECs, LO2

retained

cells

-

Human serum

[126]

Human serum

[127]

Beverage

[128]

Blood serum

[129]

[125]

7 Days, 86%

pH 7.4
PTTzFr/GOx on graphite

8 Days, 84%
-

retained
0.005-0.7 mM

12.8

65.44

CA, U

-

AA, UA, NaCl,
0.82 µM-4 mM
GOx/SBPThi /GCE

DPV

-

O2-sat 0.2 M PBS

2 Weeks 5.6%
0.27

-

KCl, H2O2, Cys
decrease
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Table 2. The Merits and Demerits of Sensor Components Employed in Glucose Sensing Methods

Components
Enzyme

Metal oxides

Graphene

Noble metals

MIPs

Carbon
nanotubes

Iranian Chemical Society

Disadvantages

Advantages

Ref.

Deactivation in the presence of
ionic detergents
Instable above 40 °C
Bioactivity is affected by pH and
humidity
High oxidation potentials
Poor conductivity
Alkaline conditions are needed
usually
Heterogeneity of samples

Good selectivity and sensitivity

[130,131]

Cost-effectivity
High stability
Easy chemical
modification and preparation
Enhanced electrical conductivity due to
high
carrier mobility
Good mechanical strength
Biocompatibility
Higher stability compared to enzyme
High electrocatalytic activity for glucose
oxidation

[132,133]

Robustness
Cost-effective and facile synthesis
Physical and chemical stability
Ability to easily attain high binding
affinity with a target molecule
Thermal and chemical stability, high
mechanical strength, high surface area
High electrocatalytic properties

[137,138]

Poor sensitivity due to slow
kinetics
Expensive for commercial use
Activity of the electrode is
hindered in presence of oxidation
intermediates and chloride ions
Template removal conditions must
be
optimized for efficient binding

Involvement of possible
contamination or degradation of
nanotubes
Tedious post-synthesis separation
processes

significance of biosensors and their very useful efficiency,
we hope that researchers can design stable, accurate, and
sensitive sensors using these methods.

[134,135]

[136]

[139,140]

monitoring.
Electrochemical biosensors are inherently inexpensive,
easily miniaturized and need simple electronics for read-out
and conditioning, making them perfect for point-of-care
usages.
Amperometric biosensors evaluate flows due to
electroactive species, often utilizing mediators to improve
electron transition.

SUMMARY
Some of the most utilized biosensors in the market
are electrochemical biosensors mainly due to glucose
15
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Electrochemical
impedance
spectroscopy-based
biosensors are among the most encouraging electrochemical
sensors for systems with well-defined charges like DNA.
Nowadays, thanks to the extraordinary attributes of
nanomaterials like graphene and carbon nanotubes,
electrochemical nano-bio sensors with very low limits of
detection are being developed.
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